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ANNE’S ARMY NEWSLETTER
A MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
We are pleased to announce the creation of the Anne M.
Wolf Fund for Breast Cancer Research at the Ohio State
University (OSU) Comprehensive Cancer Center-Arthur G. James
Cancer Center and Richard J. Solove Research Institute. The
Fund was established by the Foundation in 2011 and over the
past year the Foundation has contributed $52,000. Dr. Charles
Shapiro, MD, Professor of Medicine and the Director of the Breast
Cancer Program, directs the Fund. We believe that the research
that Dr. Shapiro and his team of scientists have initiated for Triple
Negative Breast Cancer will be instrumental in finding a cure that
will achieve one of Anne’s most critical goals: protecting her
daughter, sisters, family, friends, and all women from this disease.

In loving memory
~Anne M. Wolf~

The Anne M. Wolf Breast Cancer Foundation is a 501(c) (3)
nonprofit organization; its mission is to raise monies to support
Triple Negative Breast Cancer research. Approximately 40,000
women will die of breast cancer in the U.S. this year. Excluding
skin cancer, breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed
cancer among U.S. women. Triple Negative Breast Cancer (of
which Anne (Gortner) Wolf was diagnosed) is very aggressive,
generally affects young women, and often does not respond to
chemotherapy or other treatments. Thank you for your support of
this important cause.

Patricia Gortner, Web
Site Coordinator

THE ANNE M. WOLF FUND FOR BREAST CANCER
RESEARCH is devoted to advancing research in Triple
Negative Breast Cancer at the OSU Comprehensive Cancer
Center-Arthur G. James Cancer Center and Richard J. Solove
Research Institute. The Anne Wolf Fund will support research
in three areas: 1) discovering new drugs for Triple Negative
Breast Cancer; 2) testing these new drugs in clinical trials; and
3) understanding the biology or what makes triple negative
breast cancers resistant to most chemotherapies. To make a
gift, visit https://www.giveto.osu.edu/ (fund number 313671)
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SAVE THE DATES
Anne’s Army/SPC
Crossfit Work Out Day –
Kent, Ohio: Sat.,
January 19, 2013
Anne’s Army 5K: Race
to Battle Breast Cancer
– Wooster, Ohio: Sat.,
June 22, 2013
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ANAGRAM ~ ANNE MARY/ANNE’S ARMY
Did you know that
“Anne’s Army” is a near
perfect anagram of “Anne
Mary”? An anagram is a type
of word play, the result of
arranging the letters of a
word or phrase to produce a
new word or phrase. In some
anagrams the newly-created
word reflects on the original
word or subject in a witty or
mystical way.
During her four-month
battle with Triple Negative
Breast Cancer (TNBC), Anne
Mary Wolf named the host of
people who were to support
her with prayers, well wishes,
and kind gestures, “Anne’s
Army.” Anne appreciated and
valued everyone’s help. In
like manner today, the Anne
M. Wolf Foundation is most
grateful for your support in
efforts to find a cure for
TNBC.

ANNE’S ARMY RAISING
AWARENESS

Anne Mary Wolf (see
article left)

.

Although raising funds for
research is our primary focus,
we also strive to raise breast
cancer awareness in our
community. The Anne M. Wolf
Foundation was highlighted at
Wooster Community Hospital’s
Breast Cancer Awareness
Days event on October 19,
2012. This event, organized by
the
Wooster
Community
Hospital's
Breast
Cancer
Awareness
Committee,
provides the opportunity to
teach
the
public
and
healthcare professionals about
breast cancer. Josh Wolf
shared Anne’s story and
explained the efforts involved
in creating The Anne M. Wolf
Breast Cancer Foundation.
Through sharing Anne’s story,
we hope to inspire others to
join in the battle to conquer
Triple Negative Breast Cancer.

Josh Wolf (see article right)

DR. MICHAEL BAUS, DDS,
DENTAL OFFICE PROMOTION
In October 2012, 10 percent of proceeds
from all cleaning procedures at Dr.
Michael Baus’ dental office in Wooster
will go toward education and breast
cancer awareness programs at Wooster
Community Hospital and to the Anne M.
Wolf Foundation. Thank you, Dr. Baus,
staff, and patients for your generous
support.

Volunteer: For more information about how you
can help or if you are interested in planning an
event to benefit the Foundation, send an email to:
AMWF@annesarmy.org
To Donate: Please help continue Anne’s legacy
by contributing generously. Your entire donation
will go toward breast cancer research and
awareness. Every dollar you give provides hope
to those fighting this disease. We are a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit organization, organized exclusively for
charitable, scientific and educational purposes.
Send your check payable to: The Anne M. Wolf
Breast Cancer Foundation, P.O. Box 83, Orrville,
OH 44667 or donate online at Annesarmy.org
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2012 BRINGS SUCCESSFUL EVENTS

WORK OUT DAY 2012
Thank you to the Kent community for
their generous support of the Anne’s
Army/SPC Crossfit Work Out Day Event that
was held on Saturday, January 7, 2012.
The support from the 60 participating
athletes and their sponsors was amazing!
The athletes pushed themselves to the
furthest extreme, rowing and lifting as much
as they could in support of a great cause.
The event raised approximately $6,000.
Special thanks to the event sponsors:
Smuckers, Raw Indulgence, Ltd., Laura
Miller, Jimmy John’s, Nosh Eatery, Couture
Tattoo Company, Baliman Family, Rocco’s
Pizza, The Ultimate Sach, Sheraton Suites,
Josh Wolf, ProTech Auto, and Shawn Bates.
And lastly, a big thanks to Sarah
Richards for organizing the event and SPC
Crossfit owner, Toby Jurgings for hosting
this special event. Funds raised will help to
improve the outcome of women with Triple
Negative Beast cancer, which ultimately will
lead to curing the disease.
If you would like to sponsor,
volunteer, or participate in the 2013 Workout
Event,
send
an
email
to:
AMWF@annesarmy.org

raffle with awesome prizes was also
organized. Those who attended enjoyed the
day with family and friends. Funds raised from
this event totaled more than $2,600!

Thank you to the Wayne County
community for their generous support of the
second annual Anne's Army 5K: Race to
Battle Breast Cancer held on Saturday, June
23, 2012 on Ohio State's OARDC campus in
Wooster.
650 people participated in this event
and more than $24,000 was raised; what
terrific community support! Special thanks to
sponsors:
Wayne
County
Community
Foundation and Buckeye Oil Producing
Company, Dean & Martha Davis and Randy &
Nancy Duncan, AultCare & Aultman Orrville
Hospital, Cutter Oil Company, Panera Bread,
Shearer’s, Subway, and AdvoCare.
Josh Wolf, stated, “The successful first
two years of The Anne M. Wolf Breast Cancer
Foundation and its accompanying Race event
clearly shows the commitment all of us have
to continuing Anne’s battle, and her desire
that others will not have to be affected by this
horrible disease.” Thank you again to all
participants, volunteers, and sponsors.

CORNHOLE TOURNAMENT

On June 3, 2012 a cornhole
tournament to benefit the Foundation was
held at Starmark Farm, the home of Chad
and Amy Wolf. In addition to a large tourney
with more than 20 teams participating, a
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